
EECS/MSAI 349 Project Proposal Peer Review 

In this assignment, you will review three project proposals and give the group feedback. The 
peer review assignment has specific instructions, so read the below carefully. 

You can download three proposals you need to review on the right side of project proposal 
assignment page.  You will see something like this: 

 

 

 
How to provide peer review for EECS349 project proposal: 
 

1. Download and install: Adobe Acrobat Reader DC 
2. Open a project proposal PDF file using Adobe Acrobat Reader DC 
3. There are four aspects you need to provide your reviews. Here are some questions for 

each of them you may want to think before given your reviews.  
a. Topic: Do you like their project topic? What kind of problem they may encounter 

if they choose this topic. 
b. Dataset: Do you think their dataset is good to train a machine learning model? 

How likely they will get the data, if they want to invent a new dataset. Any 
comments about pre-process or the size of the dataset? Or, other suggestions? 

c. Feature: Is their feature selection good? Do they need to add, remove or modify 
features? 

d. Algorithm: Any pros and cons of their machine learning algorithm? 
4. Now, provide your reviews. 

a. To provide review for Topic:  
i. Select and highlight the sentence where they mention their topic. 

 

 
 
 

ii. Right click on the highlighted sentence and select ‘Open Pop-Up Note’. 
 

https://get.adobe.com/reader/


 
 

iii. Input your review about their topic in the following format: 
Topic: review.  
 
For example: ‘Topic: This seems like a very fun problem, especially since 
you seem passionate about this specific game. The problem of incomplete 
knowledge is very interesting. On the other hand, though, this is a very 
specific, small domain, which makes the extensibility and applicability of 
your project rather limited.’ 
 

iv. Click post to finish your review on their topic. 
 

 
 

b. Similar to topic, select sentences related to dataset, feature and algorithm and use  
i. Dataset: review 

ii. Feature: review 
iii. Algorithm: review 

to input your reviews. 
 

c. Feel free to add comments on whatever you want by highlighting a sentence and 
add ‘Open Pop-Up Note’. For example: 
 



 
d. If you have global comments, input your comments using sticky note. Right click 

anywhere, select ‘Add Sticky Notes’ 

 

 

 

Submission Instructions 

Step 1: 

For each peer review you are assigned, just attach your annotated PDF file through the 
peer review system. No need to leave comments in the text box. 

 

 

Step 2: 



Zip all your annotated files and submit them as your submission of the proposal peer 
review assignment. (https://canvas.northwestern.edu/courses/78852/assignments/514082) 
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